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First flights into the future
By Pat Malone
Three months after the Vans RV12 arrived at 
Bodmin, group owners have flown their first flights. 
The aircraft has also been hired to pilots who are 
not group members, and have taken advantage of 
the sort of hire rates not seen at Bodmin for many 
years.
David Young, the accomplished aviation artist whose 
superb paintings adorn the walls of the clubhouse, 
and who has completed commissions for several 
members, became the first student group member to 
fly, with Nick Chittenden on October 10. David, a  
long-time aviation enthusiast who has been 
considering learning to fly for many years, believes 
that buying a share in G-CJIC represents a cost-
effective route to a PPL. 
With self-fly hire rates of £125 per hour – £115 if 
you take a block of ten hours, and £100 if you book 
50 – the RV12 is also proving popular with qualified 

pilots. The club arranged an introductory day on 
the aircraft in September so members could fly 
the RV12 free for 20 minutes, but that had to be 
cancelled because of widening Covid-19 
restrictions. In lieu of that offer, the first hour of 
a checkout is being discounted by £40 for CFC 
members who want to fly India Charlie.
And unless you’re already familiar with glass 
cockpits and autopilots, you do need a 
comprehensive checkout. The RV12 is a 
modern aircraft with capabilities that were the 
province only of commercial airliners when the 
last Cessna 152 came off the production line in 
the pre-Satnav era. As a pilot of a certain age, I 
am one of those for whom the switch from 
clocks and dials to computer screens is not 
wholly intuitive. However, the Dynon Skyview 
system is not as daunting as it looks at first 
blush – and when all else fails, at the push of a 
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button the display can be 
switched to a basic-T panel.
We intended to take the RV12 
offline to have her painted at the 
end of the year but increasing 
Covid-19 restrictions will 
adversely affect our business 
whatever the weather. The paint 
shop had a free slot, so we have 
decided to grab the opportunity 
now. The paint scheme will be 
all-white with blue decals, giving 
the RV12 an identity similar to 
those of G-EGLA and G-BNSM. 
She is expected to be back at 
Bodmin and ready to fly by late 
November.
The job of dismantling her and 
getting her to the paint shop involved a number of 
volunteer members to whom we owe a debt. 
Bruce Bryan provided the trailer, Bruce Keeping 

did the driving, Darren Fern and Jamie Wharram 
helped with the dismantling and loading – many 
thanks to all.
The advent of the RV12 also meant 
that we said goodbye to our old 
stalwart, Yankee Hotel, which has 
been sold to Stapleford Flight Centre 
in Essex. She had served Cornwall 
Flying Club well and we were sorry to 
see her flown away, but our sorrow 
was tempered by an element of relief. 
She had become expensive to keep. 
Her last annual cost us £10,000, 
which represents a significant portion 
of the £60,000 we have spent keeping 
the three Cessnas flying in the two 
years since I became Chairman. 
Before the RV12 opportunity arose, 
the Board had agreed that for her 

protection YH needed a bare-metal respray, 
which would have cost over £12,000, plus VAT. 
Her annual was due in February, and given that 
she is now 41 years old, there’s no telling what 
that bill would be. Stapleford Flight Centre 
needed a C152 quickly because two of their 
Cessnas had been lost to corrosion at their 
annuals. They’re a big operation with 25 aircraft 
and a rich and well-populated catchment area, 
and can afford to take such a hit. The possibility 
of the unexpected scrapping of an aircraft at 
annual, as happened to FlyNQ last year, was a 
constant nightmare for us.
We now have access to a new, modern aircraft 
which members will find is a delight to fly, which 
can be maintained by our own engineers at 
reasonable cost, and which can be offered at hire 
rates significantly less expensive than our older 
stock. At a time when the CAA is recognising that 
the grass roots future of flying must move away 
from the traditional model by liberalising many 
regulations, it’s the right aircraft for Cornwall 
Flying Club.

RV heads off to the paint shop

The only way is Essex for YH
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Covid-19: fighting 
the second wave
By Darren Fern
Lockdown is back, although we don’t yet know if as an 
‘educational establishment’ we will be allowed to 
continue flight training. We don’t know if private flying to 
and from a base airfield will be allowed. The next few 
days will give us the answers, and we’ll let you know as 
soon as we do. I’m sure that we are all getting tired and 
a bit bored with Covid-19 after living despite it for the 
last eight months. The 'Eat out to help out’ and ‘Lets get 
back to school and back to work’ mantra that inspired 
us over the summer months is now being replaced by 
the realisation that the ‘second wave’ is coming. No-one 
knows what that will look like…
Spanish Flu in the early 20th Century had a second 
peak that was far more devastating than the first, 
followed by a third wave. The mortality rate among the 
20-40 year age group was significantly higher than in 
the current Covid-19 disease, possibly because 
Spanish Flu spread rapidly in a population of young 
men sent to war, with poor access to healthcare. 
Covid-19 seems to be more of a threat to the elderly, 
and those with underlying diseases or obesity. 
Overweight men over the age of 60 seem to have a 
vastly increased risk of having severe disease 
compared to the rest of the population. 
Although we have improved our ability to get more 
patients out of hospital than we did in the spring, there 
is a limit to how many patients can be managed with the 
beds available. Even with Nightingale hospitals, the 
South West is likely to run out of capacity by early 
December unless we reintroduce an immediate ‘Circuit 
Breaker lockdown’. Even if we get through the next 
peak, we have no idea what the long term health of 
survivors will be.. ‘Long Covid’ is a new illness that we 
know little about, but seems to be a genuine health 
issue for many. 
Sadly, we have no more tools to help combat the virus 
than we did in the 1920s. The virus dies from 
‘loneliness’… if it can’t find a new host, it will die. If we 
prevent spread from one person to another, it will die. 
Soap and water kills it, alcohol kills it, face masks 
reduce spread, and maintaining ‘social distance’ reduce 
the risk of transmission. Crude as it seems, these are 
the only tools that we currently have to stay safe. A 
study published by Warwick University tracked the 
effect of the ‘Eat Out To Help Out’ Scheme, comparing 
infection rates with Google tracking data (from mobile 
phones) and local weather data. The data showed a 
conclusive correlation between spikes in Covid-19 
infections occurring a week after those days with good 
weather and high occupancy of restaurants and pubs. If 

people congregate together, Covid-19 spreads! 
The risk of transmission between two people 
outside, wearing masks, is virtually nil. The risk of 
transmission between two people indoors with 
poor ventilation, and without masks is very high. 
The only way to mitigate risk is to maintain space, 
wear masks, and wash hands regularly. Sadly, 
compliance with the guidance has been 
insufficient, and now the most effective way to 
achieve this is by another lockdown, albeit slightly 
different to the last one.
As we face the new national lockdown, and if we 
can carry out some of our functions, we need to 
strengthen the measures that are already in place 
at the club. Get used to these measures – even 
when lockdown ends we will still be in a very 
vulnerable position.

Everyone who attends the club must provide 
contact details so that we can let you know if you 
have been in contact with someone with Covid. 
We have a QR code for scanning at the door – 
please use it, or sign in.

Masks MUST be worn inside the clubhouse. If you 
have a medical condition that means you cannot 
wear a mask, then please don’t visit until this crisis 
is over. The gate at the top of the tower stairs 
MUST be kept  closed, and no-one other than the 
duty manager should be inside the protected area. 
Only one person is allowed on the stairs at a time.
If two or more people are confined inside a cockpit, 
PLEASE wear masks. Wipe down the interior of 
the aircraft, and the door handles when you leave. 
If an instructor files with four students each day, 
and each student has six close contacts, the 
number of direct contacts gets very large, very 
quickly. If the person next to you doesn’t want to 
wear a mask inside, please get up and leave…
The best chance of keeping the airfield open over 
the winter is to embrace these simple measures. 
Good luck, stay safe. – Darren

Howard shows the way



The wettest day in history
…and that’s just 
for starters
By Jay Gates

October did not disappoint – and not in a good 
way. It certainly heralded the start of autumn by 
arriving with a meteorological bang, continuing in 
that frame, then going out with a meteorological 
bang. The hoped-for slow decline into the 
hoped-for benign autumn did not materialise, 
and weather played havoc with airfield 
availability and throughout the month, during 
which we lost a full 15 days to bad weather.
It started badly and went downhill. Late on 
October 1 the effects of the first named storm of 
the 2020-2021 storm season arrived, with Storm 
Alex making itself felt as it moved slowly 
northwards from the Iberian Peninsula. Over a 
period of five days between October 2 and 
October 6 we were closed every day due to high 
winds and heavy rain. The maximum gust over 
this period was a sporty 40 knots, or a maritime 
Gale Force 8. But the rain was rather more epic, 
as on October 3 the United Kingdom 
experienced its heaviest day of rainfall in 
recorded history, and it was said that enough 
rain fell across the country to fill Loch Ness. 
Here at Bodmin, Storm Alex dropped 84.2mm of 
rain, or 3.3 inches, over a four-day period, which 
equates to 75% of the South West average 
rainfall for October, and 59% of the Bodmin 
average October rainfall figure. Thankfully no 
casualties were recorded in the UK, but 15 
people were killed by Storm Alex, mainly in 
France and Italy, due to severe flooding. And just 
as ‘A’ is followed by ‘B’, so Storm ‘Barbara’ paid 
us a visit later in the month, moving up from the 
Bay of Biscay. Thankfully, Barbara was a more 
sedate and fast-moving storm which brought a 
maximum gust of only 27 knots to Cornwall and 
left behind a mere 13.8mm of rain over two days 
– just over half an inch in old money – and again 
no casualties were caused across the country. 
For those who follow the storm naming 
protocols, you will have noticed that neither Alex 
nor Barbara are listed by the Meteorological 
Office as names reserved for storms in the 

present season. Our first two storms of the 
season should have been named ‘Aiden’ and 
‘Bella’. The reason why these first two storms 
had the names they did was because they 
arrived from a southerly direction, and not from 
the more usual west. This means they 
threatened Spain and France first, so it was the 
Spanish Meteorological Service who first 
attached names to them. Just as the names 
attached to ex-hurricanes are not changed when 
they reach our shores, so storms named by the 
Spanish and French are not renamed when they 
head north to affect us. So we still had storms 
named ‘Aiden’ and ‘Bella’ to come – and come 
they did, with Storm ‘Aiden’ officially named by 
the Irish Meteorological Service and set to affect 
us on the final day of October.
And talking of hurricanes, at the end of October 
we were also affected by the remnants of ex 
hurricane Epsilon. Its effect on us was limited to 

high winds and even higher seas along the 
coast. Over a four-day period Epsilon gave us a 
maximum gust of 37 knots at the airfield, with 
24.4mm of rain – effectively one inch. 
That we were lucky enough to be graced by 
Epsilon is a story by itself. The current hurricane 
season, which runs from June 1 to November 
30, has turned out to be a record-breaker. In an 
average hurricane season you can expect to 

Say hello to Alex and Barbara



record 12 major tropical storms, of which six 
will become hurricanes, and three of these will 
develop into major hurricanes of Category 3 or 
higher. This year the hurricane season has 
officially become the most active in modern 
history. With a month still to run until the 
season officially ends there have been 27 
major tropical storms, with 10 of them 
becoming hurricanes and Epsilon being the 
fourth major hurricane of Category 3 or higher. 
In fact, there have been so many tropical 
storms that the usual alphabetical naming 
protocols (less the letters Q, U, X, Y and Z 
which are never used) was not enough. For 
the second time in history they exhausted the 
list of names by mid-September and had to 

revert to the standby Greek alphabet – which 
is why the last storm to affect us was named 
Epsilon, the fifth letter of the Greek alphabet. 
Hurricane Zeta is affecting the coast of 
Louisiana as I write this, so the hurricane 
season is still in full swing, and the next 
tropical storm will have the Greek name Eta.
Interestingly, we were mildly affected by two 
ex-tropical storms earlier in the season when 
Edouard passed over us in early July, and 
Omar passed over in early September. By the 
time these storms arrived in British waters 
they had weakened to such an extent that they 
were merely recorded as nameless, very weak 
low pressure systems, and had little effect on 
our operations.

So the weather has played havoc with our 
statistics for October, and with the loss of so 
many flying days, we had recorded 344 
movements up to October 30. This compares 
to 470 movements in 2019, 606 movements in 
2018 and 345 movements in 2017. So it’s 
been the slowest October since proper 
records were kept, albeit by only a single 
movement compared to 2017. Fuel sales up to 
the October 30 tell a similar tale, with just over 
2,800 litres having been dispensed, compared 
to 3,900 litres in 2019, 5,400 in 2018 and 
3,200 in 2017. Such low figures go some way 
to explain to the three members who have 
complained that our fuel was expensive why 
our prices cannot match those of our richer 

neighbours up country. We 
simply do not have the 
throughput to ensure we 
generate enough operating 
revenue to survive by offering 
fuel at seriously low prices. 
That said, we are still very 
competitive compared to many 
airfields, and at least we can 
provide fuel to those who  
need it.
As I mentioned last month, 
from a business standpoint we 
are effectively moving into our 
third ‘winter’ in a row due to a 
Covid summer which resulted 
in three months with almost 
zero additional income. In the 
current aviation industry 
climate, and coupled with a 
poor operational month due to 
weather, it is worth bearing in 
mind that we can expect some 

airfields or flying clubs not to come out of the 
other side next year. Cornwall Flying Club is 
currently in a stable financial position and will 
be able to weather the coming winter whatever 
lockdowns might affect us.
Despite the weather issues, our great team of 
instructors and examiners have managed to 
continue with a full flight training programme 
on those days when the weather allowed it. 
We are pleased to announce another 
successful skills test on G-BNSM with Terry 
Earl, which resulted in Nigel Williamson 
gaining his LAPL. Nigel is doing things the 
‘wrong’ way round in that he is following his 
son into the flying world, rather than the more 
usual journey of a son following in his father’s 

Terry congratulates Nigel Williamson on his LAPL



footsteps. Nigel’s son was a Captain with Flybe, 
flying the Embraer from their Manchester and 
Cardiff bases. He is, hopefully, about to continue 
with his career by flying Embraer 
jets in South East Asia. We also 
notched up another proud moment 
when another student, Matt Gunner, 
flew his first solo under the watchful 
eye of Andy Wilkins. 
We continue to welcome visitors 
from all over the country, and 
through the month we recorded 
flights from as far away as Tollerton 
in Nottinghamshire, Sandown on the 
Isle of Wight, and from Jersey. One 
of our members, Tom Hennessy-
Jones – a paramedic with the 
Cornwall Air Ambulance Trust at 
Newquay Airport – recently took 
delivery of his new Zenair 601 
aircraft, G-BVVM, which is now 
hangared at Bodmin. During one of 
the short spells of good flying 
weather, Tom took his new aircraft 
on his first epic cross country trip to 
visit his girlfriend and spend a few days in North 
Wales, flying to Caernarvon via Shobdon and 
back again. 
The month, unusually, was one in which we 
received a number of diverse rotary wing 

visitors. These included a couple of privately 
owned Robinson R44 helicopters picking up fuel 
before heading home from a holiday stay 
elsewhere in Cornwall, a LIDAR survey R44 
helicopter returning to continue with the 

topographical survey of Cornwall, a number of 
Cobham Cabri helicopters with students 
completing their qualifying cross country flights, a 

Castle Air Bell 206 JetRanger helicopter coming 
to conduct its annual compass swing and a 
private JetRanger arriving from Sandown to 
attend a meeting. 
The ongoing maintenance around the airfield 

continued, despite the poor 
weather, and Richard Saw 
managed to complete the 
final grass cut of the year 
using one of the rare fine 
weather windows. The airfield 
is now ready for the winter. 
One of the requirements for 
any airfield or airport is to cut 
the grass down to the lowest 
level, known as ‘bottoming 
out’. Prior to bottoming out, 
the vast majority of airfields 
that follow scientific and CAA 
guidance on grassland 
management used the 
recommended ‘long grass‘ 
policy, where grass off 
runways and taxiways is 
maintained at between a 
minimum height of 7 inches 

and a maximum height of 11 inches. There are 
good reasons why this is the case, and they 
include reducing the birdstrike risk to as low a 
level as is practicable. Grass longer than 11 

Andy sends Matt Gunner solo
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inches can attract flocks of small birds such as 
starlings, who use the foliage to hide from 
predators. The birdstrike risk is greatest if these 
birds rise as a flock at the point where an aircraft 
is in a critical phase of take-off or landing. Grass 
shorter than 7 inches can encourage large birds 
such as rooks to congregate in an 
attempt to weed out grubs and 
insects. These birds present a bigger 
birdstrike risk – a single individual 
could do a lot of damage. The 
requirement of ‘bottoming out’ 
removes the tangle, or thatch, of 
grass at ground level, thus denying 
small mammals a chance to utilise 
the grassland for nests and 
trackways, which would attract 
predators such as kestrels to the 
airfield. Unfortunately, ‘bottoming out’ 
exposes the ground and allows the 
rooks and crows to hunt for grubs. 
The damage they cause to the 
grassland is very visible as they tear 
out tufts of grass to get to the insects 
underneath. Our airfield currently 
has large patches of disturbed 
ground on those areas recently cut 
back. Previously, people thought this 
damage was due to roe deer using the airfield at 
night and rutting the surface. However, as the 
photograph on the next page shows, the damage 

is down to rooks. Any birds that are visible on the 
airfield and close to the operational runway will 
be advised to pilots by the Duty Manager in the 
Tower if they appear to pose a risk. Anybody 
wishing to learn more about birdstrike avoidance 
measures and grassland management guidance 

can avail themselves of another of the CAA 
tomes, in this case ‘CAP 772: Wildlife Hazard 
Management at Aerodromes’. A cracking read 
for those long winter nights.
Last month we reported on some of the 
stunning weather phenomenon that are visible 

from the tower, particularly rainbows and 
variations of them. October brought another 
version of a rainbow, namely a double rainbow, 
but one that comes with a stunning natural 
optical phenomenon known as ‘Alexander’s 
Band’. With a double rainbow, the lower 
rainbow follows the normal convention of 
colours, being red, orange, yellow, green, blue, 
indigo and violet, remembered by students 
everywhere as ‘Richard Of York Gives Battle In 
Vain’. However the higher, second rainbow has 
its colours reversed and can be seen to be 
‘Vain In Battle Gives York Of Richard’! It is what 
lies between the two rainbows that is the 
interesting part, as this area is known as 
Alexander’s Band, which is nothing to do with 
ragtime music… the optical phenomenon of 
Alexander’s Band appears to make the sky 
between the two rainbows much darker than 
the sky on either side of them. The band does 
not last long as it is a result of reflection of light 
through raindrops. It was first described in AD 
200 by the Ancient Greek philosopher 
Alexander of Aphrodisias, hence the name. In 
simple terms, light rays undergoing a single 
reflection in raindrops form the primary rainbow 
and brighten the sky inside it. Light rays 
reflected twice within raindrops are deviated to 

Rainbow redux
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form the secondary rainbow, and brighten the sky 
outside it. Raindrops along lines of sight between 
the observer and the two rainbows cannot send 
light to your eye due to reflection and so the sky 
appears to be darker there. But 
you knew that.
It is always nice to receive 
compliments or positive 
comments, especially when they 
are put onto a website that is read 
around the country. Bodmin is on a 
regular run for any aircraft 
registration spotter who is passing 
through Cornwall. We have a 
policy of allowing spotters limited 
access to the airfield, taking into 
consideration the security risks 
that such activities may bring. We 
follow the guidance produced by 
the police operating the Project 
Pegasus programme and we 
ensure that photographic ID is 
produced when the spotter signs in 
on arrival at the airfield. One of the 
spotter blogs is the ‘Teesside 
Airport Movement’ website which 
concentrates mainly on that airport, 
but also reports from other airfields around the 
country. It was nice to read the following recent:
“What a great little place Bodmin is! Princess 
Anne had just landed, her entourage were all 
around, the Bodmin staff were busy with 
regular traffic, and still I was welcomed with 
open arms! A true example to other airfields! 
After signing in I was allowed to enter the 
three large hangars which face away from the 
main active area, where I wasn't permitted to 

go, but didn't really need to anyway.” This 
visitor also managed to record 22 registrations, 
so he left a very happy man. 
It is also nice to report when other members 

receive due recognition outside of their club 
activities. Many of you will know that Martin 
Pengelly, as well as being a fount of all aviation 
knowledge, military or civilian, has worked for 
some time at the Cornwall Aviation Heritage 
Centre at Newquay Airport as one of their senior 
museum assistants. His dedication to the 
museum has now been rewarded, and Martin 
was recently promoted to Assistant Manager of 
the Centre. Well done Martin – well deserved.
As has become the habit, I conclude by 
stressing the need to follow official advice on 
the Covid-19 pandemic. Darren Fern, who has 
provided us with timely medical advice since the 
virus first raised its ugly head ten months ago, 
has written about the up-to-date situation in this 
newsletter so I won’t repeat his advice, other 
than to say that the Duty Managers have been 
instructed to enforce the new restrictions – track 
and trace protocols must be followed, using the 
QR code or the sign-in sheets, masks must be 
worn in the clubhouse, and limits on access to 
the Tower will be maintained. Please help us 
with this… it gives us no pleasure to ask it of 
you, but it is incredibly important. Wash hands, 
cover face, make space, and we’ll get through 
this with a minimum of pain. Stay safe, one and 
all.

One agrees Bodmin’s lovely…

You may be advised of hazards to flight



Everything has a price…
By Darren Fern
Over the past couple of years we have made great 
progress in documenting our procedures and defining 
how we operate our business as a club, and as a 
training organisation. 
Thanks to Bruce, Nick and Jay, our documentation as 
a DTO has been commended by the CAA after recent 
inspections. With the outstanding help and support of 
Leith Whittington, our new Articles of Association 
have been re-written and now define precisely how 
we operate as a flying club.
The next phase of improving documentation has 
been to define our relationship with third-party 
commercial organisations, in order to ensure 
transparency and fairness. Board discussions 
clarified our position on how third-party suppliers of 
services to the club should be managed, starting from 
the principle that everyone using the facilities at the 
airfield pays a contribution to the costs of keeping the 
facilities open, well maintained, and safe. 
Our Articles require a Commercial Code for such 
operations, and yet again, Leith Whittington has 
managed to translate our thoughts into a document 
that defines the rights and responsibilities of those 
who operate from our airfield.
A new Code covering the provision of Flight Training 
or Flight Experience flights at Cornwall Flying Club/
Bodmin Airfield was adopted at the meeting of the 
Board on 28th October, and is set out below.
In essence, any third party organisation wishing to 
use the facilities at Bodmin Airfield must contribute to 
the airfield running costs directly, or indirectly via 
agreed reciprocal access arrangements, and these 
costs should be built into their business model. 
We do not offer a Commercial Membership at 
Cornwall Flying Club, so an individual’s social or 
flying membership of Cornwall Flying Club confers no 
benefit to this working relationship. Any attempt to 
avoid contributing to the commercial costs of running 
the airfield by third party organisations will result in 
withdrawal of access to the facilities that we all pay 
for. There is no such thing as a free lunch…

Commercial Code for the provision of 
Flight Training or Flight Experience flights 
at Cornwall Flying Club/ Bodmin Airfield. 

All candidates for Flight Training1 or Flight Experience at 
Bodmin2 shall be members of CFC.
The provision of Flight Training and Flight Experience on 
behalf of CFC in company aircraft shall be given under the 

direct supervision and control of CFC by instructors or pilots 
approved by the CFI or Responsible Representative.
Members who are suitably qualified may offer limited Flight 
Training services (licence revalidation and Differences 
Training only) to other Members on a non-commercial 
basis.
Third parties may, at the discretion of CFC, be contracted 
by CFC to provide Flight Training or Flight Experience or 
aircraft self-fly hire flights at Bodmin Airfield in their own 
aircraft on strictly commercial terms in accordance with 
CFC Art 14. Procurement of Goods and Services. These 
terms shall provide that:
• The third party shall demonstrate compliance with 

the statutory requirements and adequate insurance 
cover commensurate with the services to be 
provided. 

• CFC shall determine a) the fees payable by users 
of the services provided by the third party and, b) 
the percentage of such fees that shall be passed on 
to the third party.

• The third party shall pay CFC standard landing fees 
commensurate with the aircraft type for each 
service provided. Additional sessions to conduct 
circuit training for up to one hour may be purchased  
for the equivalent of the applicable landing fee.

• The third party shall conduct all pre-flight briefings 
and ground training in the CFC Briefing Room (i.e. 
not in the clubhouse) and shall pay an agreed 
usage fee. 

• All bookings and payments for such services shall 
be managed by CFC and advised to the third party 
in a timely manner. The third party shall advise 
CFC of any cancellations advised to them direct.

• The third party shall provide a daily log of flights 
conducted, stipulating flight type, to CFC at the 
closure of operations on the day.

• The third party may, at the discretion of CFC, be 
offered hangarage of its aircraft at CFC’s premises 
at a commercial rate determined by CFC.

CFC reserves the right to vary the above arrangements and 
terms for one-off or special events. 
CFC may consider the granting of reciprocal landing fee 
waivers or part waivers for Flight Training Organisations 
operating training flights into Bodmin that offer an 
equivalent waiver at their own base airfield.
Flight Training Organisations or Commercial Operators may 
not operate flights into Bodmin for the purposes of setting 
down or uplifting persons for the commencement or 
termination of training flights, flight experience flights or 
self-fly hire.
1 Flight Training shall include ab-initio training, type or 
licence conversion training and licence renewal flights.
2  Temporary membership is provided for flight experiencers 
as a condition of CFC Insurance cover.



AEROCLUB: The rewards of patience
All Aeroclub evenings for this 
winter have been scratched, 
understandably – but Pete White 
has been working on a 
programme for the winter of 
2021, and has landed some 
major coups for Cornwall Flying 
Club.

You’ll remember that he had solo 
round-the-world pilot Polly 
Vacher and the Mission Air 
Fellowship’s Bryan Pill lined up 
for this winter. Both have agreed 
to come next year instead. And 
Pete has added to the roster the 
remarkable helicopter pilot Marc 
Wolff, who will be with us in 
December.

If you don’t know Marc Wolff, 
you’ll certainly know his work. 
Virtually every notable aerial stunt 
you’ve ever seen in the cinema or 
on TV has been engineered or 
flown by Marc Wolff. He’s 
contributed to twelve Bond 
movies, the entire Harry Potter 
canon, the Star Wars franchise, 
the Superman series, Black Hawk 
Down, Air America, The Vertical 
Limit, Cliffhanger, Fallout – Marc 
has flown for more than 200 
feature films and hundreds more 
big-budget commercials or TV 
shows, and has himself been the 
subject of an hour-long ITV 
documentary, Shoot to Thrill. 
Dropping ‘The Queen’ and 
‘James Bond’ into the Olympic 
Stadium during the opening 
ceremony might be considered to 
be the pinnacle of his career, but 
you wouldn’t bet on it because 
he’s not done yet.

Marc was responsible for 
transferring a stunt man on a 
cable stretched between between 
two jets during the filming of Cliffhanger, one 
of the most expensive stunts ever successfully 
pulled off. The stunt won Marc an alternative 
‘Oscar’ as the best film stunt of the year.

A naturalised Briton, Marc was a Huey pilot 
who was awarded the Air Medal 22 times and 
the Bronze Star in Vietnam and became the 
youngest Captain in the US Army at the age of 
21. He came to England in 1971 to work as a 
crop-sprayer, flew an Enstrom for the Met 

Police in London and drifted into movies through a 
cameraman friend. Later he formed Flying Pictures, 
which is world-renowned as the premier provider of 
aerial stunt flying. His first Bond film was The Spy 
Who Loved Me, when he impressed the director with 
an edge-of-the-seat JetRanger pursuit of Roger 
Moore’s white Lotus, ending up with the car plunging 
into the sea and the helicopter being blown up, all 
very tasteful. Later, in For Your Eyes Only, Marc was 
the JetRanger pilot who scooped up Blofeld’s 

Marc Wolff at work on Cliffhanger



wheelchair with his skid and dumped him down a 
factory chimney. Apart from the big franchises 
Marc’s work can be seen on everything from Good 
Morning Vietnam and Memphis Belle to The Omen 
and Mr Bean. Bridget Jones, Mission: Impossible, 
Indiana Jones, Saving Private Ryan, Gulliver’s 
Travels, Sherlock Holmes, Robin Hood and Around 
the World in 80 Days are all on his list of credits. He 
is also involved in film production and has served 
as Aerial Unit Director on films like Air America, 
Charlotte Gray, The Vertical Limit, and Harry Potter 
and the Half Blood Prince. He was Second Unit 

Director on Amelia, The Gunman, 
Doomsday, Flood, Unknown, and 
many more, and he is believed to be 
the best-paid helicopter pilot in the 
world.

For Mission Impossible: Fallout, the 
actor Tom Cruise, a licensed pilot, 
flew the helicopter with guidance 
from Marc, whose forte was showing 
the aircraft to best effect, rather than 
the actor. Marc also flew a Squirrel 
sideways down the Thames to film 
Cruise running across the roof of 
Blackfriars Station. It’s entertainment, 
but it’s deadly serious – Marc has 
been involved in a number of 
accidents, including one in which a 
stuntman was killed.

The 2012 stunt in which ‘The Queen’ 
and ‘James Bond’ parachuted into 
the Olympic Stadium in London was 
one of his most challenging 
assignments and took months of 
planning and rehearsals, including 

more than a hundred dry runs and 
practice jumps. They had to drop a 
parachute through an area less than 
100 feet wide between cables strung 
across the stadium, and they had a 
two-second window in which to do it. 
They were still rehearsing at 4pm on 
the day of the opening because for 
the first time, they had to do it with 
the wind in the north. In fact, ‘hero 
moment’ was the only time 
everything came together perfectly 
during the whole rehearsal process. ,

Marc is no stranger to Bodmin, 
having lived near Liskeard for several 
years in the later part of the 20th 
century, and he has flown into our 
airfield many times in both fixed-wing 
aircraft and helicopters. 


Marc working on 28 Days Later

Death from above in Stormbreaker

Cruising down the Thames



Events at Bodmin Airfield in 2021
As we face the prospect of a second lockdown 
and an uncertain future, we look ahead to what 
we hope will be a better time – 2021, for which 
Events Organiser Pete White is putting together 
a full programme, starting at the end of winter. 
At the moment the schedule looks like this:

March 25 & 26: Artists in Residence
Flights of Fancy, with Sally Crabtree and Laura 
Frances Martin

April 24: Wing walking day
With further dates to be advised
May 9: Ladies Day fly-in
May 23: LAA Tour of the UK
Night-stop planned at Bodmin
June 6: Action Stations
Military-themed Wings and Wheels on D-Day
July 3 & 4: Kernow Trophy
Aerobatic competition returns to Bodmin
July 17 & 18: VAC at Bodmin
The Vintage Aircraft Club are our weekend 
guests and the Saturday evening entertainment 
is ‘Words on the Wing’ – poetry and music in 
Hangar 2
August 1: Lundy Sunday fly-in
Fly to the magic island!

August 14 & 15: Harrowbeer 80
(at Harrowbeer airfield)
September 11: Cornwall Strut fly-in
In addition we will be offering vintage flights 
around Cornwall in the Tiger Moths of TMT at 
various weekends during the year, plus a new 
addition to our airfield – a 1937 US Navy 
Boeing Stearman biplane. The Stearman will 
be available to book for flights and tailwheel 
training.

AEROCLUB 2021
Due to the Covid 19 pandemic the first half of 
2021 will be kept free of indoor gatherings like 
the AEROCLUB talks. It is planned to resume 
in the autumn.

October 30: Polly Vacher
Life after flying – a donkathon! 

November 10: Bryan Pill
Tales from a pilot’s unofficial notebook – 
‘Everything you need to know about float-
plane flying’, or ‘Keys don’t float.’ 

December 8: Marc Wolff
‘Flying for the movies’ – an evening with the 
world’s highest-paid helicopter pilot, the real 
star of scores of action films from James 
Bond to Mission Impossible and the man who 
dropped ‘the Queen’ into the Olympic 
Stadium. Marc is the man who puts the most 
memorable aerial thrills on the big screen.


